
FOR EVENTS WHERE THERE ARE ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS.  Our platforms are 
the perfect solution for stage set-ups in any location and in any climate, even in the water.
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MADE IN SPAIN



PLATFORMS 
ALL-TERRAIN

At GUIL we love challenges!

(EVEN IN THE WATER) 

Sometimes the need arises to use platforms for events where there are adverse weather 
conditions, even with snow. 

Our platforms are the perfect solution for stage set-ups in any location and in any climate, even 
in the water. Contact us and we will offer you the best stage solution.
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GUIL decks are made with the best raw materials: reinforced aluminium frame (alloy: EN AW 6063 
80-T6) and panels made of 21mm thick plywood, with 15 layers glued together with phenolic resin. 
All our platform connectors are made with weatherproof materials (aluminium, stainless steel etc.). 

All these components guarantee a long product life, even in outdoor assemblies with 
adverse weather conditions. Finnish plywood is suitable for use at temperatures of up to 
100ºC, withstanding temperatures as low as -200ºC.

Neither water nor snow should be an impediment to setting up your stage; At GUIL we 
make sure of that.
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Our decks are designed for situations where short periods of rain or bad weather may 
appear and threaten your event. Rather than having to dismantle your stage immedia-
tely, the show can go on without fear of your deck surface warping or delaminating like 
other stage platforms. If the bad weather persists the platforms should be dried and sto-
red away. 

The deck surface is weather resistant, NOT WATERPROOFED, but can withstand moistu-
re on an intermittent basis. It was not designed to be used as a permanent installation 
where it is exposed to harsh elements all year round.

GUIL has almost 40 years of experience in manufacturing platforms with different types of finishes, 
among which we offer a line of aluminium platforms with transparent surface (plexiglass) 
making them a perfect element to be used for stages in the water, or as flooring to cover 
swimming pools, so as to make the most of the space.

Our transparent, acrylic-surfaced platforms allow us to create innovative stage designs, lighting up 
the platforms with LEDs to create a magical atmosphere, perfect for any celebration.
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WE MANUFACTURE A WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AND COMPLEMENTS to cover all the                  
requirements of your project:

Legs: We manufacture 6 different types of legs (PTA5-F: fixed height legs for a specific platform height, 
PTA5-N: fixed height legs with leveller, PTA5-T: telescopic legs for an adjustable platform height (or uneven 
terrain), PTA5-D: telescopic leg with adjustable leveller, PTA5-P: telescopic legs with locking pin and adjusta-
ble leveller, PTA5-R: Angle-adjustable telescopic leg for a perfect for set-ups on a slope or for ramps).

Connectors: a wide variety of connectors to join and level GUIL platforms.

Access stair – We manufacture 3 models of Access stairs, all made in reinforced aluminium:

- Folding adjustable aluminium stairs with handrail Ref. ECP
- Aluminium modular access stair with fixed height legs Ref. ECD
- Aluminium step modules with 3 fixed legs and 1 with leveller Ref. ECT. Note: two handrails are included with   
  stairs with 4 steps or more (ref. ECT20-80).

Safety rails for the perimeter of the stage Ref. TMQ (reinforced aluminium). 2m, 1m and 0.5 m lengths.

Ramps: Set of various components to create ramps using GUIL Platforms. Ref. RMP
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Choose GUIL products, 
Choose SAFETY for your EVENTS

Seats: Convert your platforms into a grandstand or tiered seating. Ref. A-1/G

Wheels: Convert your decks into a rolling stage.

Transport and storage trolleys/dollies for decks. We manufacture many types of trolleys to satisfy any need.

Strengthening braces: Additional accessory to reinforce platforms for high stages ART

Accessories and Adaptors for Platforms.



For more information about our models of water platforms and platforms for stages in the 
snow, you can consult the following links:

Platforms with wooden panel and plug-in legs (interchangeable)  

                                            TM440 (1200 Kg/m2)  

                                            TM300 (750 Kg/m2)  

                                            TM440XL (1400 Kg/m2)  

Platforms with acrylic panel and plug-in legs (interchangeable):    

TM440-M/2X1 (350 kg/m²)     

TM440-M/1X1 (500 kg/m²)

TM300-M/1X1 (300 kg/m²)   

 THE BEST COMBINATION:  
SAFETY & STRENGTH 
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https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm300/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xl/
https://guil.es/en/products/transparent-methacrylate-deck-waterproof-modular-deck-ref-tm440-m-2x1/
https://guil.es/en/products/transparent-methacrylate-deck-waterproof-modular-deck-tm440-m-1x1/
https://guil.es/en/products/transparent-methacrylate-deck-waterproof-modular-deck-tm300-m-1x1/
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http://www.guil.es
https://www.youtube.com/user/1983GUIL
https://www.facebook.com/GUIL.events
https://www.instagram.com/guilspain/?hl=es
https://www.linkedin.com/company/guil/

